Pennsylvania Voice is a statewide network of more than 35 organizations. Partners share a vision of full participation and representation in our democracy of the New American Majority—people of color, young people (under 34), and single women—in Pennsylvania. This work requires vision and long term campaign planning. The full participation by the New American Majority cannot be achieved through one election cycle, one legislative fight, or one campaign.

Together partners build the power needed to break down barriers to civic participation, restore confidence in government, and bring historically marginalized populations—and their issues—to the center of public discourse.

Diversity.com is the most trusted and affordable resource for any organization in search of diverse professionals, managers and executives. Founded in September 2000, Diversity.com is a privately held, 100% African American family owned small business with headquarters in Atlanta, GA. We market our recruitment services nationwide to all types of industries, organizations and communities with particular emphasis on attracting talented science, technology, education and medical savvy men and women.